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Winter Construction Selects Computer Guidance’s eCMS v.4.0 Construction ERP Solution
ENR Top 400 General Contractor Chooses Computer Guidance to Support Its Growing Full Range Commercial Construction
Services Business throughout the Southeastern and Mid-Atlantic regions
Scottsdale, Arizona – March 24, 2015 – Computer Guidance Corporation, the leading developer of ERP software solutions for
the construction industry, today announced that Winter Construction has selected Computer Guidance’s flagship construction
ERP solution. With eCMS v.4.0, Winter Construction will take advantage of the state-of-the-art technology platform supporting
the industry’s leading business intelligence and on-demand accessibility to integrated financial and project data.
Winter Construction, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, is a privately held, multi-disciplinary general contracting company
offering construction and environmental services throughout the United States. Winter is consistently ranked as an ENR
Top 400 company and is ranked as one of Atlanta Business Chronicle’s Best Places To Work. For more information visit:
http://www.wintercompanies.com
.
A customer since 1988, Winter Construction will be utilizing new productivity tools such as integrated financial and project
management functionality, real-time information sharing, employee self-service, advanced security options and interactive,
and the customizable user interface of eCMS v.4.0.
“Computer Guidance’s eCMS ERP has served as the backbone of our construction business for many years managing our
business-critical data and processes,” stated Ralph Mumme, EVP and CFO of Winter Construction. “Upgrading to Computer
Guidance’s latest ERP solution will allow our organization to continue to leverage the system’s powerful cost accounting and
financial functionality and to introduce some new innovative technologies and features that will save us time and reduce
additional expenses.”
“eCMS v.4.0 has been a great success for our clients, delivering tremendous productivity gains and cost-savings,”
commented Mike Bihlmeier, President of Computer Guidance Corporation. “Our browser-based ERP supported by the
industry’s most advanced business intelligence application suite and many easy-to-use feature-rich applications enables our
customers to address their changing businesses in a more timely fashion. Our application toolset continues to grow bringing
to market many new ways to help our clients keep pace and remain ranked among the industry’s best.”
About Computer Guidance Corporation
Computer Guidance is the software development expert for construction enterprise resource planning solutions. In business
since 1981, Computer Guidance has provided its customers with construction financial and project management applications
supported by industry-leading business intelligence and analytics applications and advanced productivity tools. Computer
Guidance is a premier Business Partner of IBM Corporation, providing a solid technology foundation for both its cloud-based,
hosted and on-premise solutions. Hundreds of commercial contractors have implemented Computer Guidance ERP achieving
quantifiable benefits year after year. Many Computer Guidance customers are represented among the Engineering NewsRecord Top 50, 400 and 600 and the On-Site Top 40. Computer Guidance’s construction software expertise has led the
Associated General Contractors of America to select Computer Guidance’s solutions as the ERP solution of choice for its
members. eCMS has also been acknowledged by the CFMA IT Survey, ranking its job cost, accounting and payroll
applications as the number one software for commercial contractors. In 2013, Computer Guidance received a silver
Contractor’s Choice award from Roads & Bridges magazine recognizing eCMS as one of the most widely implemented ERP
solutions among its readership.
Computer Guidance Corporation became a member of JDM Technology Group in January 2014. JDM Technology Group is a
global software business that is exclusively in Construction with 45,000 users served, in 40 countries and in 6 continents,
employing 300 staff. Collectively the customers of JDM Technology Group companies employ over an estimated 1 million of
the United States 6.1 million total construction workforce. JDM Technology Group’s core business philosophy is long-term
commitment to customer service, coupled with providing the best possible solutions to customers.
For additional information, visit www.computerguidance.com or call 888.361.4551.
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